
Full Color Interlligent Tracking Dome Camera

Instruction



IE Settings
1. IE enters the IP address of the camera: 192.168.xxx.xxx(Note: please make sure tha IP network segment of
PC is on the same network segment as the camera)
2. When you log in for the first time, you need to install the IE plugin. If it cannot be installed, it is
recommended to turn off the firewall and reinstall it. Please close your browser during the installation process.

3.After installing the plugin, open IE and enter the IP address of the camera again, enter the username and
password and select the language. (User name: admin; Password: 123456)



IE Advanced Settings
Click on Config and enter the selection configuration. The specific operations is as follows:



PC Client Operation Method
1. Download the Seetong Software from our website(www.wardmay.com) and install it. After installing the
Seetong, please open Seetong(user name: admin; password: 123456). Enter Seetong to modify the software
language. The specifc operation is as follows:

2. Search for adding a dome camera. If the IP address of the dome camera and the IP address of the
computer are on the same network segment, click Device Manage - Start SearchDev - check the IP address
of the searched camera, and then click the Add Device to add it successfully. Then return to the video
preview interface and click on the dome IP in the device list to view the image.

If the IP of the dome and the IP of the computer are not in the same network segment, you need to click the



Modify IP button to modify the IP after searching the IP of the dome and checking it. Then click Add Device. Or
you can modify the computer IP, then open Seetong to search and add the dome IP.

PC client setting Area Alert
Right click on the dome camera preview image and enter Remote Setting - Alarm Setup - Smart Analysis. Make the
following settings:



Then go back to the preview image and click on the bottom right corner: Add Preset Point - Add 53 Preset
Point - Click on the 53 preset point to complete the setup.

Warm Light Humanoid Alert Dome Preset Point Description

一、1.Function Overview
4 channels preset cruise
1channel Trajectory scan
1channel Area scan
1channel Horizontal scanning
Support power-on action
Support idle action
Support 3D positioning
Support regional intrusion + humanoid detection + tracking + sound and light alarm
Support Cross-border detection+ humanoid detection + tracking + sound and light alarm
二、Special preset point settings
Single preset tracking function: Under the premise of area intrusion or cross-border detection enabled, set
preset number 53 and then call preset position 53 to start a single preset tracking function (Note: area intrusion
default Already enabled)

Multiple preset cruise tracking function: Under the premise of area intrusion or cross-border detection function,
set the preset position 54-58 as the tracking point, and then call the preset number 54 to start the cruise
tracking. (Note: Zone Intrusion is already enabled by default)

Area scan: The first method: set the preset position 81 to the left border, set the preset position 82 to the right
border, and call the preset position of 82 to start the area scan.
The second method: set the preset position No. 47 to the left border, set the preset position 48 to the right
border, and call the preset position of 48 to start the area scan.

Call the preset number 80, start the tracking directly at the current position, stop at the end of the tracking after
the end of the tracking, until the humanoid is detected, and then the second tracking



Call preset number 81, PTZ and movement re-test

Call preset number 83 to clear all preset points

Track scan:
Step 1: Enter the preset number 84, click the set button, enter the record state of the track scan, and record the
current position as the start position of the track.
Step 2: Control the pan/tilt rotation or zoom, the pan/tilt will automatically record the position after each step of
operation (up to 31 positions)
Step 3: Click the Set Preset button again to exit the recording status of the track scan.
(Note: Click the aperture + or call the button, you can also exit the recording state)
Step 4: Call the preset number 84 to start the track scan.

Preset cruise:
Call preset position 88 to start preset point cruise 1 (preposition 1-10)
Call preset position 89 to start preset point cruise 2 (pre-position 11-20)
Call preset position 90 to start preset point cruise 3 (preposition 21-30)
Call preset position 91 to start preset point cruise 3 (preposition 31-40)

Remark: Calling preset position 51 can also start preset cruise 1
Call preset number 92 (or call preset number 50), the ball machine restores the factory default
Call the 98 preset position (or call the 52 preset position) to start the 360 degree horizontal scan.
Call the preset number 100 (or call preset 60) and turn on the warm light manually.
Call 101 preset position (or call preset 61) to manually turn off the warm light
Call preset number 102 (or call preset position 62), automatic control mode
Call the preset position 103 (or call the preset position 63) to turn on all the warm lights.
Call the preset position 97+108, the movement is recalibrated
Call preset position 97+109, lens reset
Calling the preset position of 97+111, the movement will upload the alarm and send 3D coordinates to the
dome when the human body detects the human shape during the area scan and track scan. The dome flashes
and tracks.

Call the preset position of 97+112, so that the movement does not upload alarms and deliver 3D coordinates
when the human body is detected during area scanning and track scanning. The dome will not flash and track
(default state)
Call preset position 97+113 to enable flash alarm (default is on)
Call the preset position 97+114 to turn off the flash alarm
Call 97+115 to set the focus mode to one focus mode KF
Call 97+116 to set the focus mode to auto focus mode AF (default mode)
Call the preset position of 97+122 to set the brightness of the light of the near lamp to the high brightness
(default)
Call the preset position of 97+123 to set the brightness of the light of the near lamp to the mid-range
brightness.
Call the preset position of 97+124 to set the brightness of the light of the near lamp to the low brightness.
Call 97+125---130 preset position, set the humanoid tracking time to 15-40 seconds respectively (5 seconds
per shift, default 15 seconds)
Call the preset position of 97+131---135, set the light-on value to 70---150 respectively (interval 20, default
light-on value is 70)



Call the preset position of 97+136---140, respectively set the turn-off value to 30----70 (interval 10, the default
turn-off value is 40)
Call 97+141---146 to set the display multiple to 18X/20X/25X/30X/36X/40X respectively.
Call 97+180 to set the idle action to none
Call 97+181 to set the idle action to 360 degree horizontal scanning
Call 97+182 to set the idle action to zone scan (line sweep)
Call 97+183 to set the idle action to preset point 1
Call 97+184 to set the idle action to preset point 8
Call 97+185 to set the idle action to preset point cruise 1
Call 97+186 to set the idle action to preset point cruise 2
Call 97+187 to set the idle action to preset point cruise 3
Call 97+188 to set the idle action to preset point cruise 4
Call 97+189 to set the idle action as track scan
Call 97+190 to set the idle action to the preset position tracking 53
Call 97+191 to set the idle action as cruise tracking
Call 97+160---169 to set the idle time to 15-24 seconds (1 second interval)
Call 97+170---179 to set the idle time to 30-75 seconds (5 seconds interval)
Call 97+200---215 to set the dwell time of the preset point to 10-85 seconds (default 10 seconds, 5 seconds
per block)
Call 97+225---229 to set the scan speed of 360-degree scan, area scan and track scan to 1-5 (from slow to
fast)

Power-on action: power-off memory

Idle action: 360 degree horizontal scan, area scan, to preset point 1, to preset point 8, cruise 1-4, track scan
No. 53 track cruise tracking



Mobile Remote View Settings
1. Use Mobile Phone search and install the App: Seetong. And then register and login.

2. Add Devices.

3. Remote the Camera



Adjustment IR leds of Blacklight Camera
1.Decompression the Batch Tool.

2.Clik the Batch Tool, come into below screen:

This is the Chinese version, pls find the setting that mark red.



3.Choose the English language, and save it.
4.After saving successfully, close the interface and restart the software.

5.Please keep the camera to be modified in the state of the LAN. We need to search this camera in this
software.

6.Clik Device Search



7.Search the camera IP, and clik choose the IP adress.

8.Find the Configure other Parameters



9.Adjust the light Board Brightness and save it. Thank you.


